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Policy learning

• Problem solving (Heclo, 1974)

– Not very systematic

• Lesson learning (Rose, 1993)

• Learning by doing / implementation

• Constraints on learning

– Can governments learn (from failure)?

– Individual constraints (e.g. existing frameworks)

– Organisational constraints (lack of institutional 
memory; “theory in use”)



Piloting for policy learning

• Policy learning suggested to be the ultimate 
objective of policy piloting (“evidence-based 
policy”)

• Evaluation of policy pilots the key source of 
learning

“Rigorous early evaluation of a policy (or some of its 
elements) before that policy has been rolled out nationally 
and while [it] is still open to adjustment in the light of the 
evidence compiled.” 

(Cabinet Office, Trying it out, 2003: 11)



Who learns what?

• National / policy-makers (and others)

– Learning through evaluation

– Whether policy ‘works’ – effectiveness and costs

– Barriers and facilitators – where does it work, why, and 
for whom?

• Local / managers in pilot sites (and others)

– Learning by doing / through implementation

– Local evaluation and monitoring

– Feedback from national evaluation?



The study

• Aims

– To examine the role of piloting in national policy-
making in health and social care

• Design and methods

– A qualitative study of 3 case studies of DH policy 
piloting relating to health and social care

– Selected to represent influential cases, i.e. 
affecting policy and academic debate

– Documentary analysis (n=55); interviews with 
policy-makers, pilot site managers and evaluators 
(n=31)



The three case studies
• Partnership for Older People Projects pilots (POPPs)

– Interventions aimed at keeping older people out of hospital 
through working in partnership across NHS, local authorities 
etc); Programme budget £60m.; 2006-09

• Individual Budgets in Social Care pilots

– Providing social care users with a budget to enable them to 
select their own providers and type of care; incl. RCT;  
Programme Budget £5m.; 2006-08

• Whole System Demonstrators (WSD)

– Testing of new ways of delivering health and social care services 
organised around Telehealth and Telecare; incl. RCT; Programme 
Budget £30m.; 2007-2011



The multiple purposes of piloting
Piloting for experimentation

– Testing whether a policy ‘works’ and what outcomes it can produce

Piloting for implementation

• Early implementation

– Piloting as an opportunity for initiating, and investing in, local change 
through implementation in pilot sites

• Demonstration

– Showing others how the policy can be implemented successfully, i.e. 
‘scaling up’ local learning and knowledge transfer

• ‘Pathfinder’/’Trailblazer’

– Learning how to operationalise policy, how to overcome implementation 
barriers and how to improve processes and outcomes



Partnerships for Older People Projects 
(POPP) pilot

• Initially set out to foster innovation and facilitate learning 
(pathfinder)

– Large number of sites and projects: 29 sites, recruited in 2 rounds, 146 
‘core’ projects plus over 500 ‘other’ projects

– Pilot sites were required to commission local evaluation

– The initial proposal for evaluation suggested a case study design

• Subsequent shift to emphasise outcome evaluation, suggesting a 
focus on experimentation

– Stronger interest in measuring outcomes and costs

– This changed the expectations of the evaluation while in progress, for 
example, with respect to randomisation (there was a sub-sample 
comparison included with data from the British Household Panel Survey)

– It became very difficult to deal with the diversity of sites and projects. 



Individual Budgets pilots

• Initially set out as an experiment

– A smaller number of sites (n=13), representing a diversity of capabilities 
(including those seen as ‘laggards’)

– RCT, randomised at user level; in combination with process evaluation

• With characteristics of a pathfinder

– There was a lack of clarity of what was to be evaluated (‘the model’), 
corresponding with an initial lack of clarity about what was to be implemented

– The ‘In Control’ model became the dominant approach; interviewees 
disagreed  whether this was desirable, with some arguing that an opportunity 
to test other approaches had been lost

• Irrespective of which the pilot turned into an early implementer

– A policy decision was made to announce national roll out in October 2006

– This led to confusion in sites and undermined the approach to evaluation, i.e. 
the purpose of  randomisation became more difficult to “sell”



Whole System Demonstrators

• Was designed as an experiment

– Sites (n=3), involving 6000 participants

– ‘Pragmatic’ RCT, with cluster randomisation at practice level, in 
combination with process evaluation (5 themes)

• Which had a separate early implementer component

– WSD ‘Action Network’ commissioned to promote telehealth, disseminate 
existing evidence and distribute best practice experience

• And was also intended to be a ‘demonstrator’

– As the name suggests

– Some sites selected based on their previous experience of delivering 
telehealth and/or telecare; but they could not use the existing case load 
for the trial, so had trouble recruiting participants

– RCT said to be useful to persuade critical audience of the value of 
technologies



Missed opportunities for learning
• POPP

– learning from comparison (comparative effectiveness)

• Which project works “best”?
• Compare mechanisms and outcomes in context

• IB
– Exploring different models of IBs

– Learning about needs of older people (√)

– Learning about how (not) to bring together different 
funding streams (?)

• WSD
– Learning about limits of RCTs in health policy
– The RCT constrained local learning



Learning from RCTs?

• Learning about effectiveness of a ‘mechanism’

– But to what extent is the mechanism context 
dependent? Is it transferable to other settings?

• Local learning?

– WSD: RCT seemed to limit ability of sites to improve 
their approach (e.g. eligibility criteria)

– IB: Using an existing ‘model’ to ensure timely data 
collection

• Most local and national learning from process 
evaluation and implementation research



Learning about (effectiveness) vs
learning from implementation

• Focus on outcomes

– Popular with policy-makers, help to make the 
“business case” for policy

– Yet commitment to policies preceded each pilot 
programme

– Problematic if findings show policy is not effective

– Little evidence of learning from findings

• Missed opportunity to support local and national 
implementation through national evaluation



Purpose(s) of piloting matters for 
evaluation
• Experimentation

– Experimental design; explaining outcomes?

• Early implementation

– Support local implementation and learning

• Demonstration

– Assessing role of context and transferability

• Pathfinder/trailblazer

– Identifying the mechanism / model / “best practice”



Thank you!

Disclaimer
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